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Dear Reader,

What makes human beings above all other creatures so sentimental is memory. Our involuntary encounter with 
nostalgia and the bittersweet is universal yet results in the recollection of details solely important to us. We are 
uniquely perceptive to the power that memory has on our present and future and also deeply reflective on that which 
has passed. This issue of Fire & Stones pays reverence to our memories, the good and the bad, because they are what 
shapes us. They transport us away, and by capturing them we allow others to share in our memories. Here, we have 
immortalized the memories in an effort to preserve these feelings of nostalgia, because we believe in the power they 
hold over us. In this issue, you will find the essence of humanity that bleeds with every emotion and feeling; it will 
reach out and grab you by the shoulders, because everyone has felt something similar, just remembered it differently. 
What do they remind you of?

—Marta Rich ’18
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Afternoon Shadows
—Xander Chiaramonte ’20

Have we met before?
Your eyes seem to suggest so, 
They open and bloom for my heart to slowly digest -
With every blink I lose a beat -
But with every reopening I wonder, 
Have we met before?
Do you hate it when people touch your hair?
Are you afraid of the toxins in the air? 
Who read you your first book? 
To what art was it that you first took?
Scrambled or sunny side?
(Maybe even boiled) 
Do you like the look of vines 
When they’ve been coiled? 
Do you bite ice cream, 
Or is it just hot soup that hurts your teeth? 
Do you like your white sneakers clean,
Or are they dirty underneath?
Have we met before?
I wonder if I knew you in a past life,
Your smile seems to suggest so: 
The slightly crooked tooth 
Overlapping and hugging the right, 
Just like we may have been in the past life where I must have 
Met you before.
Do you still like the edge of the earth 
And watch it cut the sun and drown it out?
Are you still sad as I am?
Lonely as can be?
Maybe in this life 
It can be you and me 
And turn that into a we 
Just as we did that once when I 
Met you before.

—Rachel Suleymanov ’19 
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Patches of Myself
—Catherine Owens ’19

1. You need to build up your confidence to finally ask out that girl from your math class. You know, the one that 
you stare at from across the room. The one you daydream about while you’re supposed to be learning how to 
differentiate...whatever that means. Confidence is key to your success. Girls love confidence.

2. When you ask her out, make sure you start a conversation with her first, because if you just walk up and ask 
her she might feel really awkward. You don’t want that. Try figuring out something she’s interested in instead 
of talking about your love of comics. It will show that you care. Make sure you say something to make her 
smile and laugh, because then she will be in a good mood and may have a harder time saying no. Maybe hit 
her with that math joke. Actually, don’t. You always get that punchline mixed up with the punchline from that 
joke about the orange.

3. You scored the date! Now you need to plan it. Have some ideas ready, and present them to her so she can have 
some input. You want your date ideas to be meaningful, but not too extravagant yet since you are still getting 
to know each other. You can take her to a place where you’re comfortable, like the arcade. That’s nice, simple, 
and cheap. She could have loads of fun with you. Oh wait! You have the high score on every machine. You 
can’t go there! Take her to that Italian place down the street. What is it called? Oh yeah, Olive Garden. That’s 
perfect, the food isn’t too expensive, either. Maybe you’ll have enough money for that new comic coming out 
next month after all.

4. It’s the day of your date and it’s time to get ready. You want to wear something casual, but not too casual 
because you want to show that you put a little thought into your outfit choice. You should wear a nice polo 
shirt and some jeans. Maybe add that new chain you just bought from that sketchy dude the other day. 
Actually, don’t do that. You can’t have your neck turn green - that’s embarrassing. You should wear just the 
slightest bit of cologne, too, but just a tad - you don’t want her to smell you before she sees you.

5. It’s time to go get your date from her house. Get out of your car and knock on her door. Whatever you do, 
don’t honk to get her attention, that’s rude! Once you’re at her door, greet whomever answers kindly. If it’s 
her dad, try not to look too scared, but scared enough so you show respect. When you shake her dad’s hand, 
make sure to wipe your hands free of sweat. He doesn’t need to know how nervous you are or feel your gross, 
sweaty hands. Once you get her out of the house and to the car, open the car door for her and don’t close it 
until she is all the way in the car. Prove to her and to society that chivalry is not dead!

6. You arrive at your date destination. Help your date out of the car and make sure you open the door to the 
entrance for her, too. While you’re out with her don’t mention every quirky thing about you until you get to 
know each other better. You cannot tell her about your Spiderman sheets, pillows, pajamas, slippers, posters, 
or lamp. Don’t do it! She might think you’re strange. Fill her in little by little. If she happens to ask who your 
favorite superhero is just say “I like Spiderman. He’s pretty cool” and keep it moving.

7. Remember everything you have learned so far. Confidence is key, create an environment for a good 
conversation, chivalry is not dead, and do not talk about your obsession with Spiderman. You have prepared 
for this moment. You are ready. Don’t you go and mess this up, you don’t want have to make a list entitled 
“How to Survive Your First Breakup.”

8. Now snap back into reality. You actually have to complete step one before any of this can happen. Don’t get 
ahead of yourself.

—Jadyn Chandler  ’18
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Cumulus State of Mind
—Ana Bach ’21

For once you have tasted flight you will walk the earth with 
your eyes turned skyward, for there you have been and there you 
long to return.” -Leonardo Da Vinci

…

Oh, the sky! The sky is like cotton candy: pillowy, streaky, 
and sugary light. Tufted mounds of spun sugar pile on top of each 
other, forming the mountains and valleys of a world high above our 
own. I wish to reach out and touch it, climb a ladder and run my 
hands through it. Climb a ladder, and keep climbing, until I’m at the 
very reaches of the atmosphere. I’ll look out, and the world will be 
spread beneath, patchwork and all. I’ll laugh, giddy from the height 
or maybe from the lack of oxygen. I won’t care. I’ll lean back, neck 
craning, hair waving in the wind, until everything is upside down. 
And then, I’ll let go.

The first few seconds will be blissful freefall. I’ll relish the 
lack of control, the exhilaration. My hair will stream back behind 
me, stark against the blue of the sky, and my dress will cling to my 
legs like wet paper. I’ll be a meteorite, a moon rock, a chunk falling 
from the roof of the world, burning myself up on my journey down 
to earth. I’m small, and altogether insignificant, yet celestial. And 
just when fear begins to creep in, my dress will balloon out, slowing 
my descent until I look like I could be one of the clouds myself. A 
giant cotton ball, a tufted dandelion head, I’ll float down, through 
peppermint clouds, past flocks of birds, maybe an airplane or two. 
The wind will tickle my bare feet, wind its way around me, and 
settle in like an old friend. Water vapor from the clouds will blur 
my vision, but nevertheless details from the green blanket below 
will begin to emerge, until I’m only a hundred feet from the ground. 
Gazing around hungrily, I’ll attempt to take it all in. Every cloud, 
every streak, every puff of vapor, the slow transition from white 
to blue, the world above. All too soon, though, I will feel the grass 
underfoot, grounded again.

Back in reality, I’ve realized at this point I’ve spun too 
much. I lost awareness of my body, my limbs. I’ve been contained in 
an effervescent cloud of fabric. The sky is now a blue sliver above, 
surrounded by white. The hurricane has spun onwards, the eye has 
closed up, and now I am cocooned in the clouds. I stop, drunk on 
the moment, and lose my balance. Giving into gravity, I fall on my 
back, plopping down gently onto the soft ground. Giggling, I realize 
now all I can see is the sky. It gazes down at me, and I gaze lovingly 
back. For there I have been, and there I long to return.

—Lilly Cady ’19 
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We Have Lingered in the Chambers of the Sea
 — Marta Rich ’18

My masked mother’s perfume
Smells of a sleepy-eyed girl
Whirling in the washroom
Her sun-fried curls stiff with goo
A whiff of cucumber and pearls

My masked mother’s perfume
Tickles my nose
Like a peach-fuzzed rose
With the fragility of a dove
And unfamiliar desire on her cusp

Perhaps my mother drips her perfume on my fingertips
As soon as my lashes flutter shut,
And the periwinkle sky transforms to a diamond-encrusted navy silk
As it soaks into my skin and swims through my veins,
Ignites my matches and sizzles through my chains

No -
Her perfume belongs to her;
I would go down fighting for that perfume,
That smell of adventure and loneliness and hope,
The hope that our family is not broken like they say,
And the hope that my masked mother will never fly away

—Helen Sweeney ’19
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(An excerpt from a longer work)

I suppose you could call me quiet by nature. I have often felt as if I was a passenger in another’s story and, 
subsequently, prescribed myself the duty of writing that story down, as I have done with Key - though that became, 
rather than just a chronicle of events, an attempt to bring justice to her name. Key - Keyla McNamara - was murdered 
in her history class by an angry boy with a gun who would rather have ended another’s life than his own self-
obsession. And that was that. Key was given a funeral with a suitable amount of flowers, and students went back to 
school, and the world turned on, and nothing changed. I moved to Washington, DC with my family and coped as best 
I could.

There was no ceremony for my arrival, no celebration; I was welcomed into a new neighborhood with as 
little fanfare as possible, and I slid back toward a semblance of normalcy like a hand into a too-small glove. In fact, I 
remember those first three months as the most uneventful of my life. They were a quiet fourteen weeks, during which 
I was alternately sick and resting, writing furiously at night and daylighting as a functional human. I came home from 
school each day in a daze. There should have been peace, respite from scenery that could only remind me of murder, 
and instead there was a remote echo, a glittering ghostliness that hovered at the edges of my sight and hearing. Some 
part of me never stopped expecting Key to bang on my door, asking if now was a good time to go to a coffee shop and 
“study.” Instead, I heard grey automobiles trundling back and forth across a blue and dreary road. So I wrote with 
single-minded devotion and went to school with mindless apathy, my days keeping pattern for weeks on end. That was 
my life, for longer than it should have been.

Then, one day, it was as if a switch had been flicked off - or on, for suddenly I was aware that my mind had 
been festering - life turned hellish. I became cagey, irascible, and was nearly suspended from school for my refusal 
to do anything but feign sleep in class. My parents exchanged worried glances over my head at dinner, not knowing 
I watched them. They pitied me, which hurt, but I suspect I really was pitiable. Key haunted me with her nightly 
resurgence in my dreams, painting the skin beneath my eyes progressively blacker. Slowly, in my mind, she grew from 
a human to something more, and then, painfully, faded to something less.
 The weather turned biting as that first year in DC spun toward its last days, and then it was Christmastime. 
Aunts and uncles and cousins poured by in whirls of skirts and suits and meaningless smiles. Nights cloaked 
themselves in cold and quiet mystery, and I was grateful in the evenings for what the city offered me, something called 
peace that was really just routine.

One night, December 23rd, Christmas party preparations reached a fever pitch. It was six o’clock, and I stood 
by the pantry, realising nothing except that it was uncomfortably warm in the house and intolerably crowded in the 
kitchen. Not currently commissioned to aid in the preparation, however, I decided to leave the now-stifling atmosphere 
and head into the cooler caress of the outdoors. I left out the back, hoping I would not be noticed or missed.
 I went for a walk, retreading now-familiar sidewalks, far from - and still - alone. Lights weighed down pine 
boughs I passed, their illumination increasing as the night unfurled itself across the last scatters of sun. When I found 
my steps carrying me too far from home, I turned myself around, watching my neighborhood, for a moment, as a 
stranger would. There were swift, indistinct movements in the streets as faceless commuters arrived and re-entered 
their houses, unwrapping scarves and unbuttoning coats and shaking sheaths of grime from their shoes. Smoke 
streamed in billows from chimneys, grey-shifting, human mist, partially obscuring the sky.

Eventually, I walked back to my street and my front yard, peering into my own home’s windows. I could hear 
growing chatter, small puffs of laughter and music muffled by glass panes. I recognised my mother’s crisp keystrokes 
on our new piano, accompanied by my father’s creaky croon. It was a frighteningly innocent picture, a frighteningly 
innocent sound - but it jarred me only because I couldn’t belong in it. Not now, not with Key’s face lacing my thoughts 
like icing on those carelessly frosted cookies my mother so loved, the angels and the triangle trees and the sharp-
edged bells. Key kept me from eating and sleeping, kept me from myself. Key hurt me, hurt me unbelievably with her 
absence, and it had been almost a year. Worse, I knew she hadn’t gone to heaven.

To be helpful, I retrieved the mail before I went back inside. A tiny letter hovered beneath the larger ones, so 
nondescript I didn’t look at it closely and almost missed the fact that it was for me. I carried the stack of letters inside 
and spread them across the dining room table in a crooked fan, only then noticing that I was the littlest envelope’s 
addressee. MIRANDA KELLEN WHALER, it read, the full name fat and reluctant above my address. I sat myself 
down at the table to open it, then and only then realising it was from Key McNamara.

—Bette Vajda ’19

Mallards on the Mall
—Xander Chiaramonte ’20
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Dannie
—Kitty Tyree ’19

Long ago, I was simply a fixture in the night,
Looking down on the land far below.
The early ones would look up at me in awe,
Bright faces enjoying my sheer existence.
Soon I was like a map to them,
Guiding them to where they wanted to go.
Then I was pictures to them;
They would group me along with others,
Telling stories of heroes, love, and loss.
Sometimes they would gaze at me with their lovers,
Claiming me as their own as they snuck kisses in the dark.
But now they have their own light,
Down in the far away land,
So bright they can no longer see me.
All that lies above them is a dark, black void.
But still I sit here, waiting for the day
When they will once again worship me
Like they did all those years ago.

—Georgia Tritak ’18 

there’s something sumptuous about the way 
Maryland smells in springtime.
the dew-soaked pavement and blades of grass.
I see you in the blinks of sun that peek through the firs
and the clouds that bulge with pinks and orange till they explode
into sweetness.
in summer, the marsh stinks of sweat and rotting insect beds
as the tide rolls over in tight swells at dusk.
only in April does the morning wind blow coolly through our darkened hair as we wait for it to brighten by summer’s heat.
the morning wind that’s seasoned with the nightly rain and lightning.
the dampness of it all perfumed by flowers that I don’t know
except their shade which reminds me of you,
and Maryland in the springtime.

—Marta Rich ’18 

Fern
—Adrienne Lai ’21
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If i were a seed
Embedded within the dark soil
And You were a stake puncturing the earth before me
i would rear my dirty soul into the sun’s greetings
i would see You there
i would think You were waiting for me
But just for me.
Had fate blessed me with fortune?
i would rise and collapse into You
Unfolding my spine and wrapping my arms all around You
Stretching myself to the dark blue satin of the sky
And if these stretching veins were my stories
You would be my story teller
And when the leaves had burnt to an orange crisp
i would rot to the dirt and leave You stranded...
My love!
i would return
The agony of missing just one of Your heartbeats
missing Your eyes
All were enough to kill me again
All were forgotten by Your mere existence
Which kindly ignited my own
i would come for greetings and pure devotion
Just to see Your growing splinters
Peeling from Your skin, ripping from Your corpse
Trying to envelope the thin frame of what seems to be
What was another seed
Embedded within the dark soil...
My love,
i would only forgive You
To be a fool in love
To seek the way that i had sought
Must all have meant
That to be a fool betrayed
Was the only thing fate had planned for me
And to die once more and forever
To be sent to the foulness of that lonely ground
The one where i do not belong, so far from my beloved
is the only place i would go
And must remain.

—Rachel Suleymanov ’19

Gold Leaves
— Evelyn Perfall ‘19

Let Your Hair Down
—Tessa Moore ’18
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In Full Color
—Xander Chiaramonte ’20



Buzz
That is all I make out from the noise that surrounds me like a fog
Echoing off the walls
All is in chaos and yet in order
This is as it should be
Nerves
That is all that surges through my body
All I feel is the tempo of my heart
I have lost all awareness of my feet
My laces tied so tight that all circulation has ceased to operate
Bounce
Up and down, up and down, up and down, on the balls of my feet
Must keep muscles warm, must be ready, must be calm, must not hesitate, must not be scared
But I am scared,
For no matter how many times I do this, I am always scared
Fear
What if I miscalculate the hand off?
What if my legs cannot carry me? What if they give out?
What if what if what if what if
But to channel fear is to beat the devil at his own game
Adrenaline
All teams walk onto the track
Little armies with big dreams about to run a big war
It will be painful, it always is
But it must be done, it must be run
Bang
The gun shatters sending smoke into the humid air and runners to the sky
Flashes of color leave the line, running around the track and accelerating into full power
My eyes scanning for the green dash that is striding my way to pass the torch to me
Screams of encouragement drift from the bleachers as they make their way down the straight
Baton
Pass. Go. Run. Run now
Feet flying underneath me as if they are possessed
And no longer wish to remain attached to this earth but to the sky -
So I fly

––Helen Treadway ’19

Striped Bowl
—Evelyn Perfall ’19

Paint
—Ashlyn Lee ’20Fire & Stones
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How are you? 
Are you good?
Are you mad? 
Are you well? 
Are you sad?
Are you fine? 

Are you great?

So many ways to answer such a simple question,
One that you are asked every day 
Do you automatically reply good? 

Or stop and think about what the question is asking? 
Stop to consider your true emotions

And whether you can share them aloud.

Do you ever ignore the question? 
Change the subject? 

Immediately ask the same thing back? 
Or do you keep going with your day? 

And walk straight past the other person
And don’t even care about the person’s answer?

And you only asked because you didn’t know what else to say.

Does your conversation ever get stuck
after you reply? 

Does it continue to another topic, 
or does it stop?

And all you know about the other person 
is how they say they are.

—Adrienne Lai ’21

Sweet Tooth
—Mikaela Discenza ’19Fire & Stones
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What you’re seeing now is the life we built, tucked into that cramped underbrush. Where the four hills merge 
into a single dip and each slope brings a different species of summer flora: my saffron rabbitbrush, his cream gumbo 
lily, my blush squaw currant, his royal huckleberry. The peaks of the hills didn’t lack color, but the depression at the 
base of the four shielded our blooms from bitter night winds. Spring into summer, we would watch from our porch as 
the bevels became gradients of hue, intensifying as our eyes glazed downward into a soft rainbow hash.

As children we’d spend the breezy, kinder days exploring. His home lay on the eastern side of the hills, mine 
on the west. Separated by hills, yes, but separated also by the sneers and rolling eyes of our mothers and fathers. We 
were young, and our scavenging lowered his low class below the roots, my time spent alone with a boy disgracing my 
sisters. I never apologized, neither did he.

All of the trinkets left by pioneers we’d discover beneath layers of silt and fallen leaves. The tin cups and 
rotting shoes we’d throw in a red and white checkered blanket tied at the ends to take back to his house. He was a lot 
luckier than I was, as I shared my room with my two sisters, which meant no personal space or privacy. He had space, 
and a whole six by seven three walls to himself. He had shelves held up by coffee cans made of the wood he thought 
was too pretty to burn. We stocked those shelves, arranging the baubles and whatnot by worth. We sold them, too. 
The things we didn’t want, anyway. We sold lockets still stained by clay, spectacles some poor pioneer probably looked 
hard for, even beaded Blackfoot moccasins we found hidden in the holes of the pinus contorta that lined our land. We 
didn’t make much, but it was enough for a start.

As two nineteen-year-olds, we headed left and began to dig. We dug and assembled and sawed and homified 
into the northeastern hill. Not for antiques, but for us. We built our own shelves, which we lined with the prettiest 
lockets and mocassins. Then, with flowers, with jams and teas and spreads of huckleberry - his huckleberry. Then I 
started knitting in my corner to fill the shelves with clothes, little clothes for what we learned would be our little one. 
As I grew, so did our home. We built another room into the hill, a little nook with flowers lining each corner and a pine 
crib lined with elk fur.

That summer was considerably drier than ones past: the adaptable flora adapted and thrived, but this did not 
include those adjacent to our home. Those withered in the piercing sunlight and left our view patchy with spots of 
green and color and a sea of russet and buff. Maybe we should have known it was never going to be an easy summer - 
and it wasn’t.

Passionately Late
—Lily Smith ’18

Asleep in our goose feather bed, ankles tangled around each other and his arm draped across my full abdomen, 
we didn’t smell it. The smell of searing pine. The scent of our lives burning behind our backs. Those intertwined toes 
were the first to feel it - the heat. I kicked him by reflex, and he awoke. He coughed, once, twice, enough to wake 
me, too. Our eyes shot open at the same time to see a blaze of titian and crimson devouring our jams and mocassins. I 
wailed, but he acted. He threw that elkskin over my shoulders and scooped me in his arms, blasting headfirst through 
the crumbling frame around us. My skin howled and popped as the moisture escaped its surface, and I cried. He was 
silent.

He strained to throw me outside of the house, just past the blackening entryway on the western side. My belly 
cushioned my fall but knocked out what wind remained in my lungs. He turned back to reenter the house to grab all 
he could. It was all we had, the whole life we built, and it burned. He raced to grab the pine crib for our little one and 
the mobile of mahogany horses that swung above its mantle. I coughed through the elk, and I screamed. Not for the 
boils forming on my scorched flesh, not for the pain and blood that now stained the seams of my dress, but for him. 
I threw myself at him, swiping at the air to stop the hand that wished to recover the last of our life together. No, I 
couldn’t stop him. I couldn’t even try.

The air caught in my throat as I watched the walls cave in, a flaming tomb that fell atop a silent victim, the 
raven smoke billowing out of the windows and door. I watched as the flames inhaled the ruddy grass and swallowed 
the flowers. I watched as the house we built was reduced to a few glass beads and a charred skeleton wrapped around 
the remains of four little walls and a mobile, muscle and skin dripping from the rocking platform beneath it. I watched 
as he was reduced to pieces, choking on the soot all the way down. I watched from atop my sanctuary begging the 
fire to reach me: I wouldn’t’ resist. I would let it happen. I didn’t care. He was lost, and the blood beneath me left me 
alone.

I watched as a dawn drizzle extinguished the flame that had just reached my ankles. I watched as the rain 
rolled down our hillsides and pooled in the depression. What you see now is the scar we left in the hillside, destroyed 
and drowned by its own nature, decorated by floating flora and bones. It was the foolish youthfulness, the untouchable 
future too ideal to shatter. The untouchable was touched. What you see is the gritty oil smudged onto our canvas, 
marred by inexperience and reckless love. What you see is the end of what we built. What you see is the quiet of the 
hillsides. What you see is a calm and emptiness. What you see is what I left to find a new life, to survive, and meet 
your father.

   —Shannon Foster ’18 
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Starry Night, a masterfully conducted symphony
Filled with spirals of the deepest colors
A swirl of the sweet smell of vanilla with the rich brass tone of a saxophone
Combined with a violin playing softly
Swaying, dancing, spinning, swishing,
Twirling across the canvas
Along with a running stream of cool, clear, crisp, water
Trickling along rocks as it moves towards the city
Spinning into crashes of symbols and long, melancholy notes
Belonging to a lone flute, striving to be heard
Among the other instruments, whose notes find each other
Smash together, and form a new, whole sound
Where each different, individual identity can be seen
But together, become something golden
A celestial body belonging to the stars
And through the stunning sound and masterful twists,
comes a sharp, clear, smooth voice
That cuts through the thick snowy blues that fill the sky
A structure that turns, and sways
And enjoys the view, of the quiet town
Still and at peace

—Adrienne Lai ’21

Medusozoa
—Lindsey Ellison ’18
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Blinding Red
—Elliot Karsten ’18

I heard
words in my mind
barely intelligible
they rang like bells
and curved around me
careening
into pitches too high for me to hear
crescendoing madly and trailing off
into little laugh-like trickles
swelling again into
cacophony
I heard
whispers loud as shouts
shouts quiet as whispers
one voice rose above the others
and it was saying something important

no, critical -
then they were

pooling, insidious whispers that
coalesced and grew in volume, rose rapidly,
and spiked into
screams.
My mouth opened
they were shouting
they were raging
they wanted someone gone
and it was me
then there was a new voice
a silver tremolo
and it was me
then, abruptly, with one final, pained decrescendo
all sound disappeared -
My cheekbone was pressing
into the tabletop,
my hands were flattened
over my ears.

—Bette Vajda ’19
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To the Light
—Xander Chiaramonte ’20

When I was little, all the colors in my life used to fade and mush together like one of those paintings you only 
see at the fancy museums in the city. Back in first grade, when Mrs. Dabney was my homeroom teacher, she took us to 
one of those fancy museums - the ones with the big pillars and endless steps out front. We had to hold hands and have 
our lunch boxes checked before we could enter the building, but she always told us that the things inside were worth the 
trouble. None of us ever loved going to the fancy museums. We always had to look nice and carry our lunch bags with us, 
and the bus rides gave us all headaches; Jase with the freckles even puked once, right in the middle of the bus, all over 
Carrie Cambridge. She never forgave him, but the rest of us just laughed and held our noses until we got back to school. 
I think the reason we all hated going to the fancy museums was that we never really understood anything in the place. We 
strolled past every elaborate painting on the wall like it was a poster in the bathroom telling us to wash our hands. Every 
time we went, my friends and I would try so hard to understand, or even care, about the weirdly unsatisfying remnants 
that lay inside the majestic building. Occasionally, the paintings would move around. New things would come, and old 
things would go. But one painting was always there, in some way or another. When Mrs. Dabney took us there for the 
first time, the last exhibit we visited was in the back of the building. This room was less than half the size of the other 
exhibits and was covered entirely in fresh, white paint. The smell of the milky paint loomed in the air as we made our 
way into the enclosement. A large, bulky man propped himself near the entrance to the room. He watched every one of 
us with penetrating eyes as we shuffled awkwardly into the small space. Hanging on the wall before us was a painting. 
It wasn’t anything special to us at the time, it was just another bathroom sign to our childish minds. In fact, we were less 
than impressed. The painting didn’t actually portray anything. It was just a bunch of colors splattered and spilled onto 
a canvas. There were no dogs, mothers, or children playing ball, no sunsets or beaches on this canvas. It was pure color. 
Color. It was as if a crying baby was sobbing paint and the canvas was there to catch the tears of color. But we stood 
there, all twenty of us, and we stared at it. We stared for what must have been ten minutes, ten hours, ten days. But no 
one said a word. We were so focused on figuring out what we were looking at and why we were so mesmerized by this 
seemingly insignificant piece of work on the wall. 

We often go back to the fancy museum, and we look for the painting. But every time there is a new canvas on the 
wall of the small room and a new set of penetrating eyes watching over our not-so-small-anymore heads. We see paintings 
that resemble the one from the mysterious room, but I know, deep down, we’ll never find it. Chris, who sat next to me in 
Mrs. Dabney’s homeroom, sees any painting that even comes close to looking like ours, and tells the whole class that he’s 
found the colorful canvas once more. But I know, we all know, that the painting no longer lives in the fancy museum. It’s 
gone and has been replaced by fake replicas of the only thing that used to make our heads turn in the fancy museum in 
the city. 

—Eva Balistreri ’21
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He planted her daisies in the midst of autumn, spent the afternoon poking holes and 
dropping seeds down in the dark wells. The miniscule brown cylinders had been 
tucked into the soft soil, almost half an inch down. Picking dirt from his fingernails as 
he rose, he looked at the grey overcast sky above him and frowned. Fresh fall winds 
picked up leaves of red and yellow, swirling them around the ground that held her 
daisies.

Every day he would return to her flowers with his red watering can. Chipped crimson 
paint revealed a dull silver metal underneath, dented and rusting from years of use. 
Nonetheless, it carried cool water to her daisies, showering the small green sprouts. It 
rained down upon their rounded leaves, rolling off and dripping down into the earth, 
giving the intertwining network of roots a drink. As he left her daisies, he heard the 
loud crunching of dead leaves beneath his feet.

On his return, tall green stalks rose from the ground and moved with each breeze. 
Atop each stem was a bud the size of a dime. Each capsule held a plethora of petals 
inside, folded around each other, twisting, overlapping, just waiting to emerge. The 
leaves and stems soaked in the warm September sun shining down from the sky. The 
man moved slowly now, leaving her daisies rustling behind him.

Her flowers towered tall above the ground, the white blossoms outstretching their 
petals from the bright yellow centers. Pearl blades cut through the crisp air as the 
emerald stalks bent in the wind. Reaching up toward the sky, bees buzzed around the 
plants as they pollinated each perennial. There were her daisies, open for all to see 
their perfect petals forming circular blooms.

Her daisies were fit to be a meadow’s groundcover or perhaps the vehicle to future 
romance, hearing whispers of “he loves me, he loves me not,” petals plucked to fall 
down, down, down to the dirt. The gems of the garden, reflecting the rays of sun, 
dazzling the tall stones surrounding them. The man returned at the end of their bloom, 
sad because he could no longer bend to pick small weeds from their spot. He was too 
tired those days, and he laid down to rest beside her daisies.

He never rose to cut her flowers, bundle them in ribbon and put them in a vase of cool 
water. Without him, her daisies withered away. Slow at first, with small signs of brown 
spotting on the once pristine petals, but then all at once, drooping down toward the 
dirt, no longer straining to see the sun. Shriveled stems rocked with the weight of the 
dying flowers, knocking into each other, tumbling to the ground.

Gusts of winter winds picked up the small seeds from the dull yellow centers and 
spread them throughout the yard. They spun around the slate gray stones that covered 
the ground before ending their dance by slowly sinking downward. They nestled 
themselves where the man had laid down to rest. Buried under the frosty ground he 
slept, knowing he was next to her, and that their daisies would grow back next fall.

—Kitty Tyree ’19 Viñales
—Claire Fergusson ’20
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I write on the edge of seventeen, not quite a child but far from an adult.
I read and write and think and dream - sometimes I think too much.
I listen, I watch, I record - the history of my day-to-day life.
One day my histories may be worth something - to someone
I am the sparrow - a horribly common bird really,
People could walk past me and not notice I was there at all -
Yet somehow - wrapped in flowing shawls - sometimes people notice.
I like to think I am a nice person -
and I like to figure people out.
And I wander around in my trance - not quite seeing what is in front of my own eyes
Spacey, they say.
I am the typewriter - old and almost forgotten - but dependable, loyal, and true.
The keys click and clack in their usual pitch as they type.
The words come slowly at first - soon starting up with rapid fire - flowing like the waterfall
Then I am yours.
I am your notebook - keeping tabs on nothing and everything
The one whom people ask - to surprisingly get an answer
“Okay, thanks” they say - walking away
I stand and watch them walk past giving a simple nod as my reply.
I am the glue - trying to hold it together - yet winding up a sticky mess
I forget to write.
I lose passion and drive - the world fades into shades of grey
I try to maintain my disposition
I fail -
I sit in solemn silence on a dull dark dock...
I am the smell of chocolate chip cookies baked two days ago.
The smell lingers - sweet and faded
Some treasure the smell - while others don’t realize it is there at all.
The cookies are no longer soft - but are the crunch of the crisp November air.
I listen I watch I record - the history of my day-to-day life.
I am the one whom people ask - to surprisingly get an answer
I am the typewriter - old and almost forgotten - but dependable, loyal, and true.
I am your notebook - keeping tabs on nothing and everything
I am the recorder.

—Alicia Lopez ‘19
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